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Chapter 7

Analysis: Defining
Object Behavior

Chapter 6 showed how to define the system structure by identifying
the fundamental objects and classes and their relationships. In this
chapter, we define and refine operations and behaviors. There are a num-
ber of means for specifying overall object behavior, the most important
of these being modeling the object as a finite state machine. Scenario
modeling helps you test your behavioral models to ensure that the
objects can collaborate to achieve the system responsibilities. The state
and scenario models lead to the definitions of class operations required
to process the incoming messages and events.
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�400 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

7.1 Object Behavior

Chapter 6 presented the analysis and decomposition of systems into
their object structure and relationships. The other pillar of object-
oriented analysis is the specification of dynamic behavior. Behavior binds
the structure of objects to their attributes and relationships so that objects
can meet their responsibilities. Ultimately, an object’s operations imple-
ment its behavior. There are means for constraining and controlling these
primitive operations into permissible sequences. The most important
of these is the finite state machine. The behavioral notations and seman-
tics of the UML were introduced in Chapter 3; this chapter focuses on
how to effectively apply these notations and semantics to solve our
real-world problems.

7.1.1 Simple Behavior

We define three types of behavior: simple, state, and continuous. The object
with simple behavior performs services on request and keeps no mem-
ory of previous services. A simple object always responds to a given
input in exactly the same way regardless of its history. Some examples
of simple behaviors are

• Simple mathematical functions, such as cosine or square root
• A search operation of a static data structure that always starts from

the same point, such as the search of a static binary tree
• Sort operations
• A knob that returns the number of clicks for a given user action

For example,

returns the same value regardless of what value can call the COS()
function with previously. In other cases, the distinction is not as clear.
Is the search of a binary tree simple or state-driven? If the behavior
changes due to previous input, then it cannot by definition be simple. If

cos
2

0
π =
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�7.1 Object Behavior 401

the binary tree provides methods like next() and previous(), then it must
maintain an internal state between calls. If the tree only provides calls
such as find(), then at least to its clients it exhibits stateless behavior. 

Activity diagrams provide token-flow semantics. That is, an activity
is decomposed into subactivities, until at the bottom we find actions.
Actions execute when they receive a control token from each of their
predecessor activities. In the case of simple sequential actions within an
activity, this is just a statement that an activity (or action) begins to exe-
cute when the activity (or action) that comes before it completes. In the
case of concurrency, an activity (or action) can have multiple predeces-
sors, and so must receive a control token from every one of its prede-
cessors before it is allowed to execute.

Figure 7-1 shows an activity diagram for computing net worth. The
forks and joins show activities that may be allowed to execute in paral-
lel. Token flow semantics are simple to explain in the figure:

• For a sequential flow (simple arrow between lines) a control token
is passed when the previous activity completes; the subsequent
activity begins once it receives the control token. 

• For a fork, a control token is passed to every subsequent activity,
meaning that they are all free to execute, and the order of execution
of its concurrent peer activities is not defined.

• For a join, a control token must be passed by every predecessor
activity before the subsequent activity is allowed to run. Thus, all of
the following activities must complete before the “print Assets”
activity is allowed to run:
� Assets += Get Property Assets
� Assets += Get Bank Assets
� Assets += Get Investment Assets

• For branches (the diamond), only a single control token is passed.
The active branch is selected on the basis of guard conditions; if a
guard is TRUE then that branch may be passed the control token
when the predecessor activity completes. If multiple guards evalu-
ate to TRUE, then any of the true branches may be selected, but
only one will receive the control token (however, it is impossible to
say which one will be selected).
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7.1.2 State Behavior

The second type of object behavior is called state, state-driven, or reactive.
Our definition of a state is as follows:

A state is an ontological condition that persists for a signifi-
cant period of time that is distinguishable from other such
conditions and is disjoint from them. A distinguishable state
means that it differs from other states in the events it accepts,
the transitions it takes as a result of accepting those events, or
the actions it performs. A transition is a response to an event
that causes a change in state.

402 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Figure 7-1: Token-Flow Semantics
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Modeling an object as a finite state machine (FSM) attempts to reduce

the behavioral complexity by making some simplifying assumption.
Specifically, it assumes the following:

• The system being modeled can assume only a finite number of exis-
tence conditions, called states.

• The system behavior within a given state is essentially identical
and is defined by 
� The messages and events accepted
� The actions associated entering or leaving the state
� The activities performed while in the state
� The reachability graph of subsequent states
� The complete set of transition-target state pairs

• The system resides in states for significant periods of time.
• The system may change these conditions only in a finite number of

well-defined ways, called transitions.

• Transitions run to completion, including the action execution,
whether they are associated directly with the transition itself, or
entry or exit actions for the state entered or exited.

The set of all possible behaviors of an object is bounded by the set of
operations defined on the object. An FSM adds constraints regarding
when and under what conditions those operations will execute.

7.1.3 Continuous Behavior

The third kind of object behavior is called continuous. Many objects show
continuous behavior, including digital filters and PID1 control loops. All
that is required is that the current output depend on the previous history
in a smooth way. An object with continuous behavior is one with an infi-
nite, or at least unbounded, set of existence conditions. PID control sys-
tems, fuzzy sets, and neural networks all display continuous behavior. 

7.1 Object Behavior 403

1 Proportional integral-differential, a common type of control theoretic system using feedback,
integration, and differentiation to smoothly control continuous systems.
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The UML is very expressly a discrete modeling language, and pro-

vides no direct means for modeling continuous system behavior.2 How-
ever, many kinds of continuous behavior can be defined using token
flow semantics. This is normally done by expressing the algorithm as dif-
ference equations (derived from the differential equations). Thus, activ-
ity diagrams can be used to express behavior that is continuous in value
but discrete in execution. A PID control loop, for example, implemented
with a difference equation, is executed periodically, and the object uses
attributes to remember the previous value(s) necessary for the computa-
tions. However, activity diagrams cannot, without extension, model
behavior that is continuous in time, such as the continuously executing
mixing of gases, or combustion of fuel. It is often sufficient to use a differ-
ence equation approach for the behavioral modeling, but not always. 

It is even sometimes appropriate to mix state and continuous be-
havior. For example, different sets of trajectory differential equations
may be used, depending on whether a spacecraft is undergoing launch,
achieving orbit, in orbit, or cruising. The sets of equations used in this
case depend on the state (in this case, phase of flight) of the trajectory
object. This is accomplished by modeling the overall behavior of the
object as a state machine; the set of difference or differential equations
is modeled as a “do activity” within the states. As the object enters a
new state, a different set of differential equations governs the execution
of the activity within the state. 

Since the UML relies so heavily on finite state machines to represent
discrete behavior, let’s now explore what than means in more detail.

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior

In state machines designed by traditional structured methods, the por-
tion of the system exhibiting the state behavior is not clearly defined.
Some set of functions and data collaborate in a way that lends itself to
finite state modeling, but generally this set is only vaguely defined. In

404 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

2 The UML for Systems Engineering specification effort, currently underway, is extending the
UML activity model to include continuous behavior, such as that of a gas mixer that continuously
mixes multiple gases to produce a mixed output gas. In this case, the notion of execution tokens,
required by activity diagrams, doesn’t make any sense. This effort should be available for vote in
the OMG sometime in mid to late 2004. 
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object-oriented methods, the programmatic unit exhibiting state behav-
ior is clear—only classifiers, such as classes and use cases, can define
state models, and only objects execute state machines.3

Consider a simple, retriggerable, one-shot timer. Such a timer is gen-
erally in one of two possible states: idle and counting down. When the
timeout event occurs, the timer issues an event to a client object, (implic-
itly) resets, and returns to the counting-down state. This model is shown
in Figure 7-2.

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 405

3 We use the term state model to mean the definition of a state machine, which, when used, must
defined within a class. The term state machine is an instance of a state model and therefore must
belong to an object.
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Figure 7-2: Retriggerable One-Shot Timer FSM
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Remember that the UML does not define an action language,

although it does define the set of things you can specify with actions—
the action semantics. We will use C++ and the occasional macro (such as
GEN() to generate an event) as the action language here, but any com-
puter or formal language can be used.

The example state machine for the OneShotTimer class shown in
Figure 7-2 consists of two states and three transitions. In the Idle state,
the timer isn’t counting down—it sits patiently waiting for the evStart
Cmd. The evStartCmd event carries with it a single value, the length of
time between timeouts. When the event occurs, the object transitions to
the counting-down state. As soon this state is entered, an implicit timer
is started because the state has an exiting timeout transition (shown
using the common tm() event trigger4). When the timeout occurs, the
tm() transition is taken, and the actions in its action list are executed.
Actions are shown in an action list, which is separated from the transi-
tion label with a slash (/). The action in the tm() transition’s action list
is to send a signal to a client object. The actions in the action list are nor-
mally short, but in any case they will run to completion before the tran-
sition completes. The counting-down state is then re-entered. This
restarts the timer associated with the timeout transition. 

In the counting-down state, the object can respond to two events: a
timeout and an evStopCmd. In the latter case, the object enters the Idle
state. The timer corresponding to the tm() transition is (implicitly)
stopped as soon as its source state (counting down) is exited. 

Another example of object state behavior is demonstrated by the
model shown in Figure 7-3. In this model, objects that either send or
receive such messages have the class CommunicatingObjects; such ob-
jects know how to construct messages to be sent or how to extract
information from messages received. They associate with a Communi-
cator class that knows how to orchestrate their transmission or recep-
tion. Note that the Communicator class has two associations with the
CommunicatingObject, as indicated by the sender role and the receiver
role. When one object (in the sender role) sends a bus message to a
remote object (playing the receiver role) using a reliable communica-
tion protocol, an object is temporarily created until it can be verified
that the receiver has received the message properly. Such an object is

406 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

4 Note that some other tools use after() rather than tm(). 
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called a transactional object because it only exists for the duration of an
interaction, or transaction, between other objects. 

The transactional object in Figure 7-3 is called MsgTransaction. Its
behavior is specified with the statechart in Figure 7-4. Instances of Msg
Transaction begin life in the ReadyToSend state. When commanded
(via the evGo event), they enter the sending state and invoke a method
in the protocol stack called send. Because MsgTransaction objects medi-
ate reliable message delivery, once done sending the message, they
wait for an acknowledgement (an ACKMsg) for that specific message
(as specified with a message identifier). If an acknowledgement mes-
sage for the transmitted message is received, then we’re done. If not,
the MsgTransaction object, after waiting an appropriate length of
time, retransmits the same message and resumes waiting. If after some

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 407

Figure 7-3: Message Transaction Structure
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number of attempts, the acknowledgement is not received, the Msg
Transaction object gives up and sends a failure event to the Communica-
tor, which will in turn inform the sender. Either way, the MsgTransaction
object is eventually discarded and destroyed. 

As a brief aside, the astute reader will notice that the Communicator
knows how to send using both reliable and unreliable means. It is
important, for example, that ACKMsgs and NAKMsgs are not sent reli-
ably or the system will enter an infinite recursion. 

Also notice the © symbol on the statechart. As discussed in Chapter 3,
this is a notation for the conditional pseudostate, a type of junction
pseudostate in which a single event triggers the transition and at most
one exiting transition branch will be taken, on the basis of the evalua-
tion of the guard conditions. Guards are side effect–free Boolean condi-
tions placed in square brackets that are evaluated before any actions
are executed. 

408 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Figure 7-4: Message Transaction Behavior
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(continued)

�
7.2.1 Cardiac Pacemaker Example

A cardiac pacemaker is an excellent example of a predominantly reac-
tive system in which many objects use finite state machines to specify
their behavior. The following problem statement will be developed
into a class model that will allow us to see how the various statechart
features can be used in a real system. 

Problem Statement: A Cardiac Pacemaker

The human heart is a marvelous four-chambered pump made
up of two atrial chambers that contract slightly before the two
larger ventricular chambers, and an electrical conduction system
that, in the healthy heart, ensures the heart beats in an efficient,
timely, and effective way. The atrial contraction preloads the larger
and more powerful ventricular chamber by pumping extra blood
into it, stretching its muscle fibers. The one-way a-v valves then
close, and the ventricles contract strongly, sending unoxygenated
blood in the right ventricle into the lungs to bind with oxygen and
oxygenated blood from the lungs into the arterial system of the
body. Myocardial cells contract autonomously because they have
leaky membranes with ionic pumps that maintain a charge across
the membrane. When the charge reaches a certain level, a set of
ionic pores open up in the membrane causing a rapid depolariza-
tion of the muscle cell, causing it to contract. Different cells have
different rates at which this contraction occurs. The fastest con-
tracting cells are located in the sinoatrial (SA) node; because this
area contracts first, and the depolarization spreads from cell to cell
electrically, this area is said to be the “pacemaker” of the heart.
The upper part of the heart, housing the atria, is separated electri-
cally from the lower part, housing the ventricles. This separation
(called the AV node) causes a slight delay in the contraction of the
ventricles. This is hemodynamically important because it allows
the ventricles to more completely fill before they contract and adds
20% or so to the volume of the blood pumped per beat. That’s
in the healthy heart. Sometimes the electrical control system fails 
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continued from previous page

and this can lead to any number of problems, the most common of
which is a heart beat that is too slow to allow normal activity, a
condition known as bradycardia. 

A cardiac pacemaker is an implanted device that assists car-
diac function when underlying pathologies make the intrinsic
heart rate too low or absent5 by taking over the initiation of a car-
diac contraction. Pacemakers operate in quite a number of behav-
ioral modes, each indicated by a three-letter acronym. The first
letter is either A, V, or D depending on whether the atrium or the
ventricle or both (dual) is being paced (i.e., induced to contract via
the delivery of a well-quantified electric shock). The second letter
is also A, V, or D, depending on which heart chamber is being
monitored for intrinsic heart beats. The last letter is I, T, or D, indi-
cating inhibited, triggered, or dual pacing modes. In an inhibited
mode, a sensed heartbeat will inhibit the delivery of a pace from
the pacemaker. In triggered mode, a sensed heart event will
immediately trigger a pace from the pacemaker. For example, VVI
mode means that the ventricle is paced (the first V) if a ventricular
sense (the second V) does not occur. A ventricular sense event is
generated when the ventricle of the heart contracts. If a ventricu-
lar sense does occur, then the pace is inhibited (the I). Dual modes
are more complex and will not be discussed here.

Most of the time, a pacing pacemaker waits for a sense event.
When it decides to pace, the pacemaker first shuts off the sensing
hardware to prevent electrical damage, and then delivers an elec-
tric current of a programmable voltage (called the pulse amplitude)
for a programmable period of time (called the pulse width). Follow-
ing a pace, the pacemaker is put into a refractory state for a set
period of time, during which all cardiac activity is ignored. Fol-
lowing the refractory period the pacemaker resumes monitoring
for the next cardiac event. The rate of pacing is determined by the 

410 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

5 Other kinds of pacemakers address other pathologies, such as the heart beating too fast (tachy-
cardia) and as well as extra ventricular beats (preventricular contractions or PVCs) and uncoordi-
nated muscular contractions (fibrillations). 
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programmable pacing rate. The period of time the pacemaker will
remain in the waiting state is based on the pacing rate and the
pulse width. The refractory period is usually fixed. Our problem is
to create a pacemaker that operates in VVI, AAI, VVT, AAT, and
AVI pacing modes as programmed by the physician.

Pacemaker parameters are programmed via a telemetric inter-
face to an external programmer. Telemetry is sent by pulsing an
electromagnetic coil a certain number of times to indicate a 0 bit
and a different number of times to indicate a 1 bit. To avoid inad-
vertent programming by electrical noise, a reed switch must be
closed with a magnet before programming is enabled and must
remain closed as long as communication is ongoing. Removal of
the magnet disables communications. In this particular pace-
maker, commands are of the form

[CD][Command ID] [Length][Data][CRC]

The command is an 8-bit value that specifies the command to be
executed; the length is an 8-bit value that specifies the number of bytes
in the data field, plus the size, plus 4 (to account for the command ID
byte, the length byte, and the 16-bit CRC). Table 7-1 lists the messages
for the pacemaker. 

The commands constructed from the bits must be checked with
the 16-bit CRC before they can be acted on. If the command validates
properly, then an ACK message is returned. Communications occur
between two devices: the pacemaker and a device used by the physi-
cian called a programmer. The communications protocol between the
two devices requires the programmer to receive an ACK before send-
ing the next command. If the pacemaker doesn’t respond within 5 sec-
onds or if a NAK is received, the programmer will resend the message.
This occurs automatically. After five successive transmission failures,
the programmer notifies the physician (this can occur if the program-
ming wand is too far from the pacemaker resulting in a weak telemetry
signal). Note that communications cannot affect pacing other than as
the result of processing a command that affects pacing; that is, they
must occur in parallel.

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 411
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A typical pacemaker-programmer interaction might be

Programmer: Get Parameters 

Pacemaker: ACK

Pacemaker: Parameters (AAI, 12mV, 15mS, 70ppm, 3.66V)

412 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Command ID Value Description

Get parameters 0 Request programmable settings in pacemaker.

Get serial number 1 Request manufacturers information from the
pacemaker.

Set pacing mode 3 Sets the pacing mode to one of AAI=0, VVI=1,
AAT=2, VVT=3, AVI=4. Data is 8 bits in length.

Set parameters 4 Sets the three pacing parameters, each of which is 8
bits long: pulse amplitude in mV from 0 (off) to 15
mV in integral units of mV. Pulse width is specified
from 0ms to 30ms. Rate is set in beats per minute in
the range of 30 .. 120, inclusive. 

Exit low power Mode 32 Command the pacemaker to power the electronics
for normal operation.

Enter low power Mode 33 Commands the pacemaker to disable all electronics
except as necessary to perform communications.

Parameters 128 Data consists of four values plus 32-bit numbers:
pacing mode (1 byte), pulse amplitude (1 byte),
pulse width (1 byte), pacing rate (1 byte), and
battery voltage (fixed point integer for range of
0.00 to 5.00 volts) (returned from the pacemaker).

Serial number 129 Data consists of four ASCII characters, “ACME,”
followed by three 32-bit numbers: the serial
number, the hardware version number, and the
software version number (returned from the
pacemaker).

ACK 254 Acknowledgement of last message.

NAK 255 Last command failed validation.

Table 7-1: Pacemaker Messages
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Programmer: Set Pacing Mode (AVI)

Pacemaker: ACK

Programmer: Set Pacing mode (AVI)

Programmer: Set Parameters (10mV, 20ms, 60 ppm)

Pacemaker: ACK

Figure 7-5 shows the primary use cases for the CardioNada pace-
maker. Three use cases are shown: set pacing parameters, retrieve cur-
rent pacemaker settings, and pace the heart. Figure 7-6 shows the class
model for the pacemaker. There are two packages in this system, each
containing a single subsystem and the parts of those subsystems used
to achieve the use cases. The Comm_Subsystem contains the classes
necessary to send and receive, validate, and process those commands. 

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 413

Figure 7-5: Pacemaker Use Cases
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7.2.1.1 How Communications Work

The first package contains the classes for communications. These are
briefly described in Table 7-2.

Communications is achieved with the collaboration of the elements
in the Communications_Subsystem. The ReedSwitch has simple On-Off
state behavior. It propagates events to other classes in the communi-
cation subsystem to enable and disable communications—specifically
the CoilDriver and CommunicationsGnome. This prevents inadvertent
reprogramming of the pacemaker by ambient radiation, arc welders, and
microwave ovens. The GEN() macro sends the named event (and any
specified parameters) to the object with the named role. For example, the
ReedSwitch knows the CommunicationsGnome as myGnome. Using 

myGnome->GEN(RS_Close)

sends the RS_Close event to the CommunicationsGnome. The Reed
Switch has simple On-Off state behavior, as shown in Figure 7-7.

414 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Figure 7-6: Pacemaker Class Diagram
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The CoilDriver class has more elaborate state behavior, as shown in

Figure 7-8. At the highest level, the CoilDriver has two or-states: Dis-
abled (the default) and Enabled. When the ReedSwitch closes, it propa-
gates an RS_Open event to the CoilDriver and the CoilDriver enters the
Enabled states.

Inside of the Enabled state, there are three nested or-states: Idle,
Receiving, and Transmitting. Since these are or-states, communication
proceeds in a half-duplex fashion.

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 415

Class Description

Comm_Subsystem This is a subsystem that manages communi-
cations and command processing.

ReedSwitch Interfaces with the magnetic reed switch and
sends events to the CoilDriver and Communi-
cations Gnome when the switch opens or closes.
Communications is disabled unless the reed
switch is closed.

CoilDriver The CoilDriver pulses the magnetic coil 15 times
to produce a 0 bit and 8 times to produce a 1 bit,
with a programmed time interval between bits
and a longer time interval between bytes and a
still longer period between messages. Telemetry
is half-duplex; that is, messages can be sent or
received at any given time.

Communications gnome The gnome processes receives income bytes,
constructs messages from them, and validates
them. If valid, the gnome sends out an ACKMsg
(or a NAKMsg if not valid) as well as processes
valid commands. 

MessageQueue There are two message queue objects in the
Comm_Subsystem, one for holding bytes as
them are received (until an EOM—End Of
Message—event is received), and the other for
holding messages ready to be transmitted.

Message A set of bytes defined by the protocol.

Table 7-2: Communication Package Classes
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When the CoilDriver is in the Idle state, an incoming pulse causes

it to go into the receiving state. The CoilDriver hardware contains an
internal one-shot timer that determines pulse widths and issues an inter-
rupt to the CoilDriver when a pulse is detected that is within the proper
time window that results in the evPulse event shown in the statechart. 

The ReceivingBit state counts the pulses that occur within the bit
window. As long as a pulse is received before the timeout occurs, the
timer is restarted. The number of pulses is tracked in the count attribute
of the CoilDriver class. When the tm(BIT_WAIT) occurs, the decode()
operation determines that it is either a 0 (in the range of 13 to 17 pulses)
or a 1 (in the range of 5 to 10 pulses). This decoded bit is then shifted
into a value that will hold the transmitted byte. Once all 8 bits have
been shifted in, the completed byte is sent over to the Communications
Gnome and the CoilDriver enters the WaitingForBit state. In this state,
either an evPulse can be received (indicating the start of the next bit)
or a timeout (indicating the end of the message) occurs. If the end of
the message is found, the end of message (EOM) event is sent to the
CommunicationsGnome so that it can process the now completely
received message. 

The other possibility from the Idle state is that the Communications
Gnome sends a byte to be transmitted. For each bit in the byte to be
transmitted, the CoilDriver shifts out the next bit, determines the num-
ber of pulses needed to send the bit (held in the pulstCt attribute), and
sends pulses the coil that many times. Once all the bits have been sent
out, the CoilDriver sends a DoneSending event to the CoilDriver to get
the next byte to transmit. 

The Communications Gnome oversees the communication process
for the pacemaker (see Figure 7-9). It is enabled and disabled by the
RS_Close and RS_Open events propagated from the Reed Switch.
When enabled, but in the absence of incoming or outgoing messages,
the Communications Gnome spends its time in its Idle state. The mes-
sage level is almost completely decoupled from the strict timing
requirements of the CoilDriver. In the Receiving state, the Communica-
tions Gnome adds the incoming bytes into the message until the EOM
event is received. Then the message is validated (to be valid, the com-
mand must have a valid command byte, be of the correct length, and
must pass the CRC check). If it is validated, an ACKMsg is queued to
send and the command is processed. If the command fails validation, a
NAKMsg is sent instead.

416 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior
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In terms of setting pacing modes, the Communications Gnome
sends commands to the instances of the AtrialModel and Ventricular-
Model. When the Communications Gnome receives a command to put
the pacemaker in AAI mode, for example, it sends a toIdle event to the
VentricularModel instance and a toSelfInhibited event to the Atrial
Model instance. The effects of the system pacing mode on the Atrial
Model and VentricularModel objects are shown in Table 7-3.

For setting pulse width and pulse amplitude and heart rate, these
are sent to both the AtrialModel and VentricularModel instances. 

7.2.1.2 How Pacing Works

The Pacing package contains classes, shown in Table 7-4, used in moni-
toring and pacing the heart. 

The Chamber Model specifies most of the pacing behavior (see
Figure 7-10). Pacing the ventricle works largely in the same fashion as

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 417

Figure 7-7: ReedSwitch State Model
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Figure 7-8: CoilDriver State Model
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Pacing Mode AtrialModel State VentricularModel State

Off Idle Idle

AAI SelfInhibited Idle

VVI Idle SelfInhibited

AAT SelfTriggered Idle

VVT Idle SelfTriggered

AVI DualMode DualMode

Table 7-3: Pacing Modes and States

Class Description

Pacing_Subsystem This subsystem manages the monitoring and pacing
of the heart through delegation to its internal pieces. 

Chamber Model This abstract base class defines the basic functionality
for monitoring and pacing a cardiac chamber,
including associations to a voltage sensor and an
output capacitor.

Atrial Model A concrete subclass of the Chamber Model class that
uses the basic behavior defined in the Chamber Model
class and that specializes the behavior of AVI (dual
mode) pacing. This class monitors and/or paces the
atrium of the heart via its associations to its own
voltage sensor and output capacitor.

Ventricular Model A concrete subclass of the Chamber Model class that
uses the basic behavior defined in the Chamber Model
class and that specializes the behavior of AVI (dual
mode) pacing. This class monitors and/or paces the
ventricle of the heart via its associations to its own
voltage sensor and output capacitor.

Voltage Sensor This class drives the hardware voltage sensor with
operations that enable it (turn it on) and disable it
(turn it off). When a contraction of the associated heart
chamber is detected, it issues a Sense event to its
associated Atrial_Model or Ventricular_Model
instance.

Output Capacitor This class controls the release of current stored in the
output capacitor. The voltage is controlled by setting
the voltage level in the enable() operation. The pulse
width is the length of time the voltage is delivered.

Table 7-4: Pacing Subsystem Classes
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pacing the atrium. The On state contains four nested or-states corre-
sponding to idle, inhibited, triggered, and dual modes. For all but the
last, there is no need for specialization in the subclasses. In the last
(dual mode) however, the AtrialModel and VentricularModel play dif-
ferent roles in the interaction and specialization is a natural way to cap-
ture those differences. 

The statechart in Figure 7-10 references three submachines. A sub-
machine, you will remember, is a specification for the internals of a
state when it is shown in a separate diagram. Figure 7-11 shows the
internal structure of the SelfInhibited state and Figure 7-12 shows the
internal structure for the SelfTriggered state. Note that the actions in
these submachines invoke operations of the associated voltage sensor
and output capacitor. The Dual state is decomposed as well, but it was
left empty and so isn’t shown here. 

For the most part, the AtrialModel and VentricularModel state be-
havior is identical to that specified by the Chamber Model superclass.

420 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Figure 7-10: Chamber Model State Model
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Figure 7-11: Chamber Model SelfInhibited Statechart

Figure 7-12: Chamber Model SelfTriggered Statechart
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However, in AVI mode, the atrial model does the pacing and signals
the VentricularModel when it should and should not pace. Those state-
charts are shown in Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14.

7.2.2 Calculator Example

Another highly reactive system, although admittedly one not normally
considered either embedded or real-time, is a calculator. A calculator is
an almost ideal example: It is conceptually simple yet complex enough
to be difficult to implement in handwritten source code; it is highly
reactive with rich state behavior; it has a well-understood behavioral
model; and test examples to validate the model’s correctness are easy
to come up with. 

Figure 7-15 shows the calculator’s use cases. Because it is a simple
device, there is only a single primary use case—to evaluate an ex-
pression. In this case, that means to take an input string of characters
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Figure 7-13: AtrialModel Dual Mode Statechart
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Figure 7-14: VentricularModel Dual Mode Statechart

Figure 7-15: Calculator Use Cases
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representing a mathematical expression using real numbers and the
arithmetic operators +, –, *, /, ( and ), and to return a string represent-
ing the arithmetic result. The calculator should observe the normal
operator precedence rules:

• Parentheses have the strongest binding. 
• The next strongest binding is the unary + or – operator.
• The next strongest binding is for the multiplicative operators *

and /.
• The weakest binding is for the binary additive operators + and –.

For example, the expression 6 + –3/4 should be evaluated as –3
divided by 4; the result of that subexpression should then be added to 6. 

While it is possible to construct a monolithic (and complex) object
to read in the string and spit out the answer, the solution provided in
the class diagram is shown in Figure 7-16. The system is shown as a
composite class named Calculator. It contains a number of parts, each
of which fulfills some responsibilities to achieve the use case. Table 7-5
lists the general responsibilities of the various classes. 

7.2.2.1 Calculator Class

The Calculator class is the composite class that represents the entire
system. As a composite, it has the responsibility to construct and
destroy the part instances. This makes it a convenient way to create the
entire system—we simply create a single Calculator instance and it in
turn creates all of the parts and links them together as specified. Notice
that all of the parts have single instances—if the multiplicity was speci-
fied as *, the Calculator class wouldn’t have enough information to do
its job in its constructor, because the number of part instances and links
wouldn’t have been specified. 

7.2.2.2 CharParser Class

The CharParser class takes a string, decomposes it into an ordered set
of characters, identifies the types of each of these characters, and for
each character, generates an event for the Tokenizer of the appropriate
character type and passes the character. The types of characters are white
space, digits (0 through 9), dot (.), or operators. These are computed via

424 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior
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the set of utility functions define in the package, as shown in Code List-
ing 7-1. 

//## operation isDigit(char) 

OMBoolean isDigit(char  c) {

//#[ operation isDigit(char) 

return (c>=’0’ && c<=’9’);

//#]

426 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Class Responsibility

Calculator A System class, Calculator is composed of all of the parts
of the internal system. As a composite, it is responsible for
the creation and destruction of the parts it owns, as well as
for wiring them together by instantiating the links between
the parts with fixed multiplicities (in this case, all of them).

CharParser Takes the input string and reads out a character at a
time, identifies the type of the character (number, operator,
or white space), then sends an appropriate event (along
with the character) to the Tokenizer.

Tokenizer Takes the input characters and constructs tokens—either
operators or numbers—to be evaluated. Once a token is
parsed, the token is sent to the Evaluator for evaluation.

Evaluator The Evaluator takes in numeric and operator tokens
and processes them using the operator precedence
rules. Numbers are pushed onto the number stack,
and operators are pushed onto the operator stack. The
numbers and operators are reduced according with
the rules of arithmetic and operator precedence.

NumberStack An instantiation of a parameterized Stack class, this
stack holds objects of type double.

OperatorStack An instantiation of a parameterized Stack class, this stack
holds objects of type char, representing the operators.

Stimulator An object whose only purpose is to provide test vectors
and force the calculator through its paces. The stereotype
«TestingBuddy» indicates that it is part of the testing and
debugging structures.

Table 7-5: Calculator Class Responsibilities
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}

//## operation isDot(char) 

OMBoolean isDot(char  c) {

//#[ operation isDot(char) 

return c == ‘.’;

//#]

}

//## operation isOp(char) 

OMBoolean isOp(char  c) {

//#[ operation isOp(char) 

return (c==’-’ || c==’+’ || 

c==’*’ || c==’/’ || c == ‘^’ ||

c == ‘(‘ || c == ‘)’);

//#]

}

//## operation isWhiteSpace(char) 

OMBoolean isWhiteSpace(char  c) {

//#[ operation isWhiteSpace(char) 

return (c==’ ‘ || c== ‘/t’);

//#]

}

Code Listing 7-1: Calculator Utility Functions

The CharParser has the list of attributes shown in Table 7-6.
The behavior of the CharParser is highly state dependent. The

statechart for this class is shown in Figure 7-17. The statechart could be
simplified somewhat, but allows for both single-stepped operation and
for free-run operation. The CharParser statechart begins parsing the
expression once it receives an evGo event. Then it extracts the first
character and types it, using the utility functions mentioned previ-
ously. Once the character has been typed, the CharParser GENs an
event for the Tokenizer, passing the character with the event. The
CharParser then continues with the next character until all characters
have been read. As mentioned in , the freeRun attribute determines
whether it will single-step or wait for the evGetNextChar event after
each character is read and processed. Note that a special token end of
string (EOS) is sent once all the characters have been processed. 

7.2.2.3 Tokenizer Class

The Tokenizer class receives the events from the CharParser that corre-
spond to the sequence of characters of the string to be evaluated. These
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events are evDigit, evDot (for a decimal place), evOp (for an operator),
and evWhiteSpace (for a character to be ignored). For operators, the
processing is very straightforward—it constructs a single character
token from the operator (since all operators are a single token), then
calls sendOp(op) to send the operator to the Evaluator. 

The Tokenizer has a number of attributes, shown in Table 7-7. 

428 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Attribute Type Description

currentChar char Holds the current character extracted from
exprString.

exprString OMString OMString is a basic string type provided by
the Rhapsody tool. The exprString contains
the expression to be evaluated.

freeRun OMBoolean OMBoolean is a basic Boolean type. This
attribute is set to TRUE when you do not
want to single step the execution; when
set to FALSE, the characters are extracted,
typed, and sent to the Tokenizer and the
CharParser waits for the evGetNextChar
event one at a time.

len int Length of exprString.

pos int Position of currentChar within exprString.

Table 7-6: CharParser Attributes

Attribute Type Description

op char The operator currently being tokenized

tensPlace int The decimal place for the current digit being
processed

tokenStr OMString A string constructed of the incoming
characters (used only for debugging)

value double The value of the number being tokenized

Table 7-7: Tokenizer Attributes
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The code for the important operators is shown in Code Listing 7-2.

void Tokenizer::addDigit(char  c) {

//#[ operation addDigit(char) 

tokenStr = tokenStr + c; // build up string

value = value*10 + digit(c);

//#]

}

void Tokenizer::addDot() {

//#[ operation addDot() 

tokenStr = tokenStr + ‘.’;

tensPlace = 10;

//#]

}

void Tokenizer::addFractionalDigit(char  c) {

//#[ operation addFractionalDigit(char) 

tokenStr = tokenStr + c;

value = value + digit(c)/tensPlace;

tensPlace *= 10; // get next decimal position

//#]

}

void Tokenizer::beginToken(char  c) {

//#[ operation beginToken(char) 

tokenStr = c;

if (isDigit(c))

value = digit(c); // value of the number so far

else {

value = 0;   

if (isOp(c)) op = c;

};

tensPlace = 10; // digit position

//#]

}

int Tokenizer::digit(char  c) {

//#[ operation digit(char) 

return c-’0’;

//#]

}

void Tokenizer::sendOp(int  c) {

//#[ operation sendOp(int) 

switch (op) {

case ‘-’:

case ‘+’: itsEvaluator->GEN(evAddOp(op)); break;

case ‘*’:

case ‘/’:   

430 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior
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case ‘^’: itsEvaluator->GEN(evMultOp(op)); 

break;

case ‘(‘: itsEvaluator->GEN(evLeftParen(op)); 

break;

case ‘)’: itsEvaluator->GEN(evRightParen(op)); 

break;

default: throw “Unknown operator”; 

};

//#]

}

Code Listing 7-2: Tokenizer Operations

The processing for numbers is more complex. Because we need
to properly interpret numbers such as 12, 12.4, 0.4, and .56789, the To-
kenizer statechart (Figure 7-18) separates the processing of the whole
part of the number from the fractional part. In addition, it uses its oper-
ations, shown in Listing 7-2, to compute a value, held in attribute value.
As digits are read in, the tensPlace attribute holds the decimal place;
this is used to multiply the current value by 10 before adding the next
digit. Once we’ve found a decimal point (dot), we use this to divide the
digit by 10^tensPlace to add that fraction to the value. The manage-
ment of the execution of these operations is controlled by the Tokenizer
statechart. 

Note that the sendOp(op) operation further types the operator
tokens into AddOp (+ or -) or MultOp (*, /) before sending them to the
Evaluator. This simplifies the job for the Evaluator, as we shall see next. 

7.2.2.4 Evaluator Class

So far, we’ve been getting ready to evaluate the string. The CharParser
sends typed characters one at a time to the Tokenizer. The Tokenizer, in
turn, constructs arithmetic tokens—numbers or operators—from these
characters. The Evaluator actually does the mechanics of evaluating the
string of tokens. As you might expect, it has the most complex state-
chart (see Figure 7-19). 

Let’s walk through this statechart so that we understand how it
works. Remember that the Evaluator gets tokens—either operators
(which are addition operators (+ or –), multiplicative operators (* or /),
numbers, or a special token called EOS (end of string)). 

7.2 Defining Object State Behavior 431
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Expressions that can be evaluated are of the form

[ “signed number” operator “signed number” ]

where the elements inside the square brackets may repeat. Signed num-
ber is a number with an optional additive operator preceding it. Thus,
the following are acceptable expression for the evaluator:

–16
+8 – 45/89+19 – 1

White space is, as you might expect, discarded as the elements
of the expression are tokenized so the Evaluator never “sees” white
space. 

432 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

Figure 7-18: Tokenizer Statechart
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The first thing the Evaluator expects to find is either a number (via an

evNumber event) or a sign (via an AddOp event). In the case of an
AddOp, the pushUnary(op) pushes a special token # to signify when a
leading minus sign occurs; if a leading plus sign occurs, then it can be
ignored (since while syntactically legal, it doesn’t change the value). 

Eventually, a number is received and the Evaluator enters the
GotNumber state. Now it expects either an operator or an EOS token.
Additive operators have the same precedence—that is, because they
are inverse operations, it doesn’t matter in which order they are applied.
In the same sense, multiplicative operators have the same precedence.
However, the multiplicative operators have a higher precedence than
additive ones. For example, 

1 + 2*4

returns 9 because the multiplication is performed first and then the
addition. If operators were simply evaluated from left to right, this
expression would evaluate to 12 (=3*4). Therefore, if we see an additive
operator we need to save it for later because we don’t want to apply it
until we know whether or not there is a multiplicative operator com-
ing. That’s why when the Evaluator is in the GotNumber state and we
receive an additive operator (via the AddOp(op) event), we push the
number on the operator stack. This is also why, when we see a multi-
plicative operator, we can immediately apply it (okay, not immediately,
as we have to get the second number first). 

As long as we get additive operators we push the numbers and the
operators onto the appropriate stacks. Once we see a multiplicative
operator followed by a number, we can pop the numbers off the stack
and apply the operators and push the results. This process is called
reduction and is done by calling the reduce() operation. 

Most of the rest of the transitions are for error handling. To make
the statechart less ugly, several diagram connector pseudostates are
used (WRONG TOKEN, EARLY EOS, and DONE) when special things
happen. The first two of these are for ill-formed expressions such as 5.6
7.7 or 6 + * 8, where the token received wasn’t what was expected. The
DONE pseudostate is used when an EOS is received. 

The methods defined for the Evaluator class are relatively simple,
as the complexity of the Evaluator behavior is in the sequencing of the
method calls, and that is controlled by the statechart. The methods of
interest are shown in Code Listing 7-3.
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void Evaluator::clear() {

//#[ operation clear() 

itsNumberStack->clear();

itsOperatorStack->clear();

//#]

}

void Evaluator::displayResult() {

//#[ operation displayResult() 

try {

result = itsNumberStack->pop();       

cout << “Result = “ << result << endl;

} 

catch (EmptyStackError){

cout << “Found Empty stack in

Evaluator.displayResult()” << endl;

};

//#]

}

void Evaluator::push(double  num) {

//#[ operation push(double) 

itsNumberStack->push(num);

//#]

}

void Evaluator::push(char  op) {

//#[ operation push(char) 

itsOperatorStack->push(op);

//#]

}

void Evaluator::pushUnary(char  unaryOp) {

//#[ operation pushUnary(char) 

// ‘#’ is pushed to indicate a unary minus

// if a unary plus is found (the other option)

// if can just be ignored and tossed away

if (unaryOp == ‘-’)  

itsOperatorStack->push(‘#’);    

//#]

}

void Evaluator::reduce() {

//#[ operation reduce() 

OMBoolean done = FALSE;

while (!done) {

if (itsNumberStack->getTopOfStack()>1)  
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if (itsOperatorStack->elementAtTop() != ‘(‘)

reduceFactor();

else 

done = TRUE; // done if left

parenthesis

else 

done = TRUE; // done if no numbers are left   

}; // end while

//#]

}

void Evaluator::reduceFactor() {

//#[ operation reduceFactor() 

char opToApply; 

double num1,num2;           

if (itsOperatorStack->elementAtTop() != ‘(‘) {      

opToApply = itsOperatorStack->pop();

num1 = itsNumberStack->pop();

num2 = itsNumberStack->pop();

switch (opToApply) {

case ‘+’: result = num1 + num2; break;

case ‘-’: result = num2 - num1; break;

case ‘/’: if (num1 == 0) throw “Divide by

Zero”; 

else result = num2 / num1; 

break;

case ‘*’: result = num2 * num1; break;  

case ‘(‘: throw “Unmatched Left

Parenthesis”; 

case ‘)’: throw “Parsing Error: Found

Right Parenthesis”;

};                  

itsNumberStack->push(result);   

};

//#]

}

void Evaluator::reduceSubExpr() {

//#[ operation reduceSubExpr() 

char op;

OMBoolean done = FALSE;

// reduce stack until left parenthesis found  

while (!done) {
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if (itsOperatorStack->getTopOfStack()>0) {

op=itsOperatorStack->elementAtTop();

switch (op) {

case ‘#’: reduceUnary(); break;

case ‘(‘: op = itsOperatorStack->pop();

done = TRUE; 

break;

case ‘+’:

case ‘-’:

case ‘*’:

case ‘/’: reduceFactor(); break;    

}

}

else // didn’t find matching left parenthesis

throw “Unmatched Right parenthesis”;

};

//#]

}

void Evaluator::reduceUnary() {

//#[ operation reduceUnary() 

char opToApply;

double num;  

OMBoolean done = FALSE;

// reduce all leading signs as in 

// 1 - - - - - -6 to 1 + 6

while (!done) {

if (itsOperatorStack->getTop()>0) {

if (itsOperatorStack->elementAtTop() == ‘#’) {

opToApply = itsOperatorStack->pop();

num = itsNumberStack->pop(); 

result = -num;

itsNumberStack->push(result);

}  // end if 

else

done = TRUE;

} // end if  

else

done = TRUE; 

}; // end while

//#]

}

Code Listing 7-3: Evaluator Methods
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7.2.2.5 NumberStack and OperatorStack Classes

The NumberStack and OperatorStack are instantiations of a paramet-
ric class called Stack. C++ and Ada support the notion of parametric
classes. A parametric class (called a template class in C++) is simply a
class that is incompletely specified. Parametric classes are extremely
useful for defining various kinds of containers, such as queues, stacks,
lists, and trees, in which the containment behavior is fundamentally
independent from the types of the elements being contained. In the
definition of a parametric class, these undefined elements are given
symbolic names and referred to by those names. Because part of the
definition of the parametric class is missing, parametric classes cannot
be directly instantiated into objects—the missing information must first
be provided. 

The Stack class defers the specification of two important features—
the type of element being stored and the maximum number of ele-
ments being stored. The code for the stack is standard C++ code, as
shown in Code Listing 7-4. The UML representation (not shown) is a
class box named Stack with a dashed box in the upper righthand corner
listing the parameters (size and T). 

//## class Stack 

template <int size = 100, class T> class Stack  {

public :

#ifdef _OMINSTRUMENT

//## ignore 

typedef OMAnimatedStack<size, T>

OMAnimatedStackType;

#endif // _OMINSTRUMENT

//## class Stack 

////    Friends    ////

public :

#ifdef _OMINSTRUMENT

friend  class OMAnimatedStack<size, T> ;

#endif // _OMINSTRUMENT
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////    Constructors and destructors    ////

public :

//## auto_generated 

Stack();

//## auto_generated 

~Stack();

////    Operations    ////

public :

//## operation clear() 

void clear();

//## operation isEmpty() 

OMBoolean isEmpty();

//## operation isFull() 

OMBoolean isFull();

//## operation pop() 

T pop();

//## operation push(T) 

void push(T  element);

//## operation show() 

void show();

////    Additional operations    ////

public :

//## auto_generated 

T getStk(int  i1) const;

//## auto_generated 

void setStk(int  i1, T  p_stk);

//## auto_generated 

int getTop() const;

//## auto_generated 

void setTop(int  p_top);

////    Attributes    ////

protected :
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T stk[size];        //## attribute stk 

// top of stack - the index into the array

int top; //## attribute top 

};

//## class Stack

Code Listing 7-4: Stack Parameterized Class

A NumberStack is simply a Stack for doubles and an OperatorStack
is a stack for operators (base type char). 

//## class NumberStack 

typedef Stack<50, double> NumberStack;

//## class OperatorStack 

typedef Stack<100, char> OperatorStack; 

Code Listing 7-5: NumberStack and OperatorStack Classes

In Code Listing 7-5, we see that the NumberStack can handle up to 50
doubles, while the OperatorStack can store 100 operators. If you want to
show that the NumberStack is a parametric instantiation of Stack, you
can represent NumberStack as a class with a solid-line rectangle in the
upper righthand corner, with the values assigned to the parameters. 

The purpose of the stack is to remember the numbers and operators
until the rules of evaluation allow them to be processed. When a finite-
state machine is combined with one or more stacks, it is called a stack
machine. A stack machine is often used in parsing applications such as
compiler front ends. 

7.2.2.6 Stimulator Class

The Stimulator class is there as a debugging aid; it has the stereotype
«TestingBuddy», which indicates it is part of the testing harness for the
system. You can see from its statechart (Figure 7-20) that when it
receives events such as test1, it sets a specific expression string to be
evaluated and then kicks off the evaluation process by sending an
evGo to the CharParser. Additionally, the stimulator can set whether
the evaluation is done as a free-run process or requires single-stepping
through the expression, a character at a time. The TestInput event is
used when you want to just type characters into standard input. 
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7.2.3 Event Hierarchies

Because some events may be specialized versions of other events, it is
possible to build event-class generalization hierarchies. Event hierar-
chies are useful because they allow polymorphic event receptions. This
means that different objects (or states within the same object) can
accept events at different levels in the hierarchy as appropriate.

Figure 7-21a shows a simple hierarchy for user input events. A user
input active object accepting InputEvent objects would also accept any
subclass of InputEvent, such as LeftMouseClick or KeyboardEvent,
because a LeftMouseClick is a kind of InputEvent. 

Figure 7-21b illustrates how one object might use the event hier-
archy. The object has four and-states. A key thing to remember is that
when the object receives an event, each active and-state logically re-
ceives its own copy of the event and is free to act independently on it,
or discard it, as appropriate. For example, suppose the user moves the
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Figure 7-20: Stimulator Statechart
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mouse over an element on the screen, selects it with a left mouse click,
then double clicks to activate editing of that element, types in the name
“Robotoothbrush,” and hits the Enter key. The MouseProcessing and-
state processes the mouse events while the KeyboardProcessing and-
state processes the keystrokes. The EventLogging and-state accepts
and logs every input event, because MouseMove, AlphNumeric, Left
Click, and so on events are all InputEvents and as such, activate the
transition in the EventLogging and-state. 

7.3 Interactions

A state diagram provides a static view of the entire state space of an
object at some level of abstraction, from the complete system down
to simple primitive objects. Because the complete behavior of a state-
driven object can be represented by a sufficiently detailed state model,
state models are said to be constructive. This means that they can be
used to fully generate executable code for the object.6

What state diagrams do not show are typical paths through the
state space as the system is used, nor are they effective at showing how
collaborations of objects interact. Such interactions are captured as sce-
narios. Scenarios may not visit all states in all the participant objects nor
activate all transitions, but they provide an order-dependent view of
how the set of objects is expected to behave under some set of condi-
tions with a specific ordering of external and internal stimuli. Because a
scenario does not have enough information to fully define the complete
behavioral model of an object, scenarios are said to be partially construc-
tive. They can add operations and event handling to a state model, but
they do not fully define the model.

There are two methods for showing scenarios that are particularly
useful in real-time systems. The primary notational form for scenarios
is the sequence diagram, which shows order but not strict timing. The
second is the timing diagram, which is best used when strict timing
must be shown. There is a third, the diagram formerly known as a col-
laboration diagram but in UML 2.0 called a communication diagram. A
communication diagram is basically an object diagram showing the
message sequences as being attached to the links between the objects
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and indicating ordering with numbers on the messages. This last form
is used rather infrequently and so will not be discussed here. 

7.3.1 Sequence Diagrams

Sequence diagrams are (by far) the more common way to show scenar-
ios, as discussed earlier in this book. Sequence diagrams use vertical
lines to represent the objects participating in the scenario and horizon-
tal directed lines to represent the messages sent from one object to
another. Time flows from top to bottom; that is, messages shown lower
on the page take place later than ones above it. The basic syntax and
semantics of sequence diagrams have been discussed in Chapter 3. The
focus in this section is to discuss how sequence diagrams may be use-
fully employed in the constructions of analysis object models. 

Sequence diagrams are representations of specific interactions
among the elements of a collaboration. They only tell a part of the story
(what happened in this particular case) and not what always must hap-
pen (a specification). As such, sequence diagrams are a way to detail a
use case. The sequence diagram helps to capture the operational per-
spective of a set of elements, such as a system, and the actors with
which it interacts, or a set of elements inside a system. As we construct
our object analysis model, we can use sequence diagrams to capture
how the elements in the object analysis model interact to achieve the
higher-level interaction described in the use case scenario. 

The other use of sequence diagrams has to do with validation, the
use of sequence diagrams as either a debugging tool or as a test vector. 

7.3.1.1 CardioNada Scenarios Example

It would be useful to look at the interaction of the instances in the pace-
maker model. In a real development project we would create many
sequence diagrams. Some of these sequence diagrams would be for
the communications with sending and receiving messages, with and
without errors. Other sequence diagrams would show the interactions
necessary to achieve the pacing behavior, most likely several in each of
the pacing modes. Still other sequence diagrams would depict the
interaction of the communications and the pacing system to show how
the programmer sets and queries the pacing modes and parameters. In
this chapter, we are going to focus on pacing in AAI. 
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In this case, I am going to use the executability characteristics of the

Rhapsody tool to both drive and monitor the execution of the model.
First, to help drive the model, I will create a statechart for the Heart
Chamber actor. We call this “instrumenting the actor” because we are
creating executable behavior for the actor to help us explore how the
objects inside the system interact to make sure that we got it right. This
is almost exactly the same process as creating the «test buddy» class we
saw previously in the calculator example. It differs in a couple of
important ways. First, the actor is outside the scope of the pacing sub-
system so we can’t rely on the pacing subsystem to connect the actor
with the parts of the subsystem automatically—we’ll have to do that
ourselves. Secondly, instrumenting the actor is less obtrusive in the
model of the system, since the actor must use the specified interfaces
and services. The statechart for the actor is shown in Figure 7-22. 
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Figure 7-22: HeartChamber Actor Statechart
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We can see that the HeartChamber actor primarily acts like a heart.

It beats at the rate held in the attribute timeToNextBeat. It can have
randomness if we set the local attribute isRandom to TRUE. When it
beats, it invokes the beat() method on the VoltageSensor to which it
connects (which in turn sends an evSense event to the AtrialModel in
this case). It accepts evPaceStart and evPaceStop events sent to it from
the OutputCapacitor to which it connects. Code Listing 7-6 shows the
code used to create the pacing subsystem and heart chamber instances.
All but the sections between //#[and //#] are generated automatically
by Rhapsody. The two lines of code between those marks were added
to allow the heart chamber to send events to the voltage sensor, and to
allow it to receive events from the output capacitor. The Object Execution
Framework (OXF ) code starts up the framework so it can begin pro-
cessing events and executing the state machines. 

int main(int  argc, char*  argv[]) {

if(OXF::init(argc, argv, 6423))

{

HeartChamber * p_HeartChamber;

Pacing_Subsystem * p_Pacing_Subsystem;

p_HeartChamber = new HeartChamber;

p_HeartChamber->startBehavior();

p_Pacing_Subsystem = new Pacing_Subsystem;

p_Pacing_Subsystem->startBehavior();

//#[ configuration

PacingOnly::DefaultConfig 

// set the heart chamber to send events 

// to first voltage sensor

// set first output capacitor to send 

// its pace events to the heart chamber

p_HeartChamber->setItsVoltageSensor(

p_Pacing_Subsystem->getSensorInput()); 

p_Pacing_Subsystem->setPaceOutput

(p_HeartChamber);

//#]

OXF::start();

delete p_HeartChamber;

delete p_Pacing_Subsystem;

return 0;

}

else

{
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return 1;

}

}

Code Listing 7-6: CardioNada main()

A word about debugging and testing: When I build systems using
the UML, I want to debug and test at the same level of abstraction at
which I design—that is, I want to test and debug in UML, not in the
underlying source language or the even-more underlying assembly
language. While I may, at times, find it necessary to drill down to those
levels of detail, the vast majority of my testing and debugging ought
be at the model level, not the code level. For this reason, Rhapsody
provides a rich set of debugging and testing tools that we’ll use here. I
bring this up now because once we begin to look at the sequence dia-
grams it is important to know how they were created mechanically (via
the insertion of events, for example) as well as to understand that these
sequence diagrams were generated automatically by Rhapsody as the
system was executed. 

When testing or debugging state-based objects, one of the basic
things you need to be able to do is to insert events. Rhapsody provides a
number of means to do this. Figure 7-23 shows one way—a dialog box
that can be opened that allows the user to select the object and event to
be inserted into the running model. It should be noted that Rhapsody
also provides a means to call operations as well (not shown here). Fig-
ure 7-24 shows a different way. Rhapsody allows you to “webify” a
model; that is, mark which elements you wish to monitor and/or con-
trol via a standard Web browser and then automatically generate such a
Web page and to insert a Web server in your application. This is an
extremely useful feature because it allows you to monitor and control a
system via the Internet even while it is running on the actual target
hardware (provided, of course, that it supports TCP/IP and can connect
to the Internet). In the figure, we see two panes in the browser—the left
identifies the elements that I’ve specified that I want to monitor or con-
trol, and the right presents the elements that I can use. We see that I can
view (and set) the value for timeToNextBeat, set the heartMode, and
isRandom Boolean attributes, and even send events such as evPace and
evPaceStart (which takes a single int parameter). I can also construct
custom views, picking among the elements I want to view together. 
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Lastly, I also want to be able to see various features of the objects in
the running system. Figure 7-25 shows the debugging view for the
HeartMonitor. We see all the current attributes and even the links con-
necting the HeartMonitor to the VoltageSensor. The instance is identi-
fied by its name rather than by its memory address, making it much
more useful. With these basic tools, I can control and monitor the exe-
cution of my system, whether it runs on my desktop, on the actual tar-
get hardware connected to the desktop, or on a machine thousands of
miles away. Pretty cool, huh? 

The ability to debug systems is a crucial one, so even if you’re not
going to generate the system from the UML model,7 you must still be
able to answer the question “Is this right???” about the model you’ve
constructed. These debugging tools allow you to run your system and
validate that it is doing the right thing. 
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Figure 7-23: Inserting Events

7 Although I highly recommend it.
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Figure 7-24: Debugging with a Web Browser

Now, back to our main subject—the sequences of interaction of
the pacing subsystem parts. The first sequence, shown in Figure 7-26,
captures the creation of the two primary objects, the HeartMonitor and
the Pacing_Subsystem, and how, in turn, the Pacing_Subsystem creates
its internal parts. The ones shown are the instances of the AtrialModel,
VoltageSensor, and OutputCapacitor. Note that there are other instances
created as well, such as the VentricularModel instance and another
instance each of the VoltageSensor and OutputCapacitor. Since we’re
not using them in this scenario, I didn’t draw those instance lines and
the creation messages to those instances are therefore not shown.
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The calls we entered into the main() shown in Code Listing 7-6
appear in the sequence diagram right after the construction of the sys-
tem objects; we see getSensorInput() and setPaceChamberOutput() sent
from the main() (as represented by the collaboration boundary) and the
Pacing_Subsystem instance. 

Since the statechart of the HeartChamber begins immediately we
see the timeout events on the HeartChamber lifeline and the invocation
of the VoltageSensor::beat() operation. Then from the debugger, we
enter the enablePacing and toInhibited events. 

Figure 7-27 shows an example of pacing. Notes were manually added
to the automatically generated sequence to aid understanding. This fig-
ure is, in fact, a continuation of the scenario shown in Figure 7-26. In
Figure 7-27 we can look at the interaction among the instances. At the
top of the figure we see the timeout that causes the transition of the
AtrialModel from its Refractory to its Waiting state. The transition
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Figure 7-25: Debugging View
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action, a call to VoltageSensor::enable() lets the VoltageSensor turn on
the hardware to listen (in the real system). 

Next we see something interesting. The HeartChamber times out
and sends a beat to the VoltageSensor, which in turn sends an evSense
event to the AtrialModel. Even as that happens, though, the Atrial Model
state machine times out before it receives the evSense event. Therefore
it proceeds to pace the heart even though the heart just completed a
pace.8 Such race conditions occur frequently in real-time systems and it
is good to see that the evSense event is appropriate discarded when
that occurred. 

The pacing of the heart is accomplished by first disabling the Voltage-
Sensor and then invoking the OutputCapacitor::enable() method (which
passes the amplitude of voltage pulse to be delivered). The pace is com-
pleted with the OutputCapacitor::disable() call. Then the Atrial model
waits for a period of time (its refractory period) to allow the electrical
charge in the heart to dissipate before reenabling the VoltageSensor. 

The next sequence diagram, Figure 7-28, is a continuation of the
previous one. In this case, the HeartChamber “beats” and invokes the
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Figure 7-28: CardioNada Sequence 3—Inhibiting

8 This is hemodynamically fine as the cardiac muscle fibers will not be recovered enough to
respond to the pace in this case. 
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VoltageSensor::beat() method. This method then sends an evSense
event to the AtrialModel. It is received, causing the Atrial model to exit
and then reenter its Waiting state. This causes the timeout that will
invoke the pacing behavior to retrigger and start over. This is exactly
what was desired in the SelfInihibited mode of operation. 

7.3.1.2 Calculator Scenario Example

In the previous section, we saw how the scenarios allowed us to exam-
ine and ensure that the pacemaker was pacing properly. In this section,
we’ll use scenarios to make sure that the Calculator is doing the same. 

At the black-box level of testing, we can just pump mathematical
expressions in one end of the Calculator and look at standard output to
see if the value is correct. However, unit testing is all about the white-
box view: making sure that the internal pieces of the system are doing
what they are supposed to be doing. Scenario-based testing can allow
us to insert events, change values, and invoke behaviors to actually
demonstrate that objects are doing so and the interactions are what we
expect. 

In this case we can take a few simple expressions and run them
through the various parts of the Calculator. In this way, we can exam-
ine them and see if we are convinced that the parts are all doing the
right thing. 

In this effort, we’ll take advantage of the multiple configuration fea-
tures of the Rhapsody tool, just as we’ve taken advantage of the model-
level execution, debugging, and code-generation features previously.
We’ll create another configuration of the system, called Debug, that gen-
erates instrumentation in the code, allowing the generated application
to talk back to Rhapsody. This feedback lets Rhapsody animate, via
dynamic color-coding, the various states of the objects and dynamically
construct the sequence diagrams during the execution of the system.
We used these features in the previous section to create the sequence
diagrams we looked at, but now we’ll create a debug configuration of
the Calculator as a separate item. This allows us to, at the click of a but-
ton, generate either a production version of the application, which we
could ship off to a customer, or a debug version. The underlying model
is the same either way, which greatly facilitates the testing of our
model, since changes to the model we make as a result of testing and
debugging automatically appear in the production version.
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Figure 7-29 shows the Setting pane of the features of the Debug

configuration of our calculator. The difference between this and the
default (production) configuration is that instrumentation mode is set
to Animation. This tells Rhapsody to insert macros in the generated
code that send information back to the Rhapsody tool when events are
processed, method calls are invoked, and attributes are changed. This
allows Rhapsody to construct the dynamic visualizations of the appli-
cation execution. Note that both configurations have Web Enabling
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Figure 7-29: Debug Configuration
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checked. The Advanced button allows us to set which things are webi-
fied in the generated system, and so control whether this configuration
has monitoring and control of internal portions of the system or just to
enter expressions and see results. 

It is common to have multiple such configurations. Some will have
debugging capabilities enabled while others won’t; some will be tar-
geted at desktop systems such as Windows or Solaris, while others will
be targeted at embedded RTOSes, such as VxWorks or OSE. 

For the purpose of this debugging effort, let’s examine what hap-
pens when we process the expression 2*(3+4). This simple expression
allows us to ensure that we process both the addition and multiplica-
tion operators as well as parentheses properly. To create the figures for
the scenario, I used the webify interface to enter in the expression and
start things going. The Debug configuration sets the webify interface
and the model animation features active. 

The first figure (Figure 7-30) starts after the objects are created. The
CharParser instance parses the characters in the expression string,
identifies the kind of character it is (digit, operator, or white space), and
sends them off to the Tokenizer via events such as evDigit or evOp,
along with the actual character. The Tokenizer has the more interesting
job—to construct the tokens from the incoming events. We see that it
begins constructing the number token when it receives the first evDigit
event through its invocation of the beginToken() method. The next
event received is an evOp, passing the * character. Now the Tokenizer
knows that the number is complete (after all, the number could have
been 2345.78, in which case it would have had to construct the number
token from seven characters instead of just one). It can now pass the
complete number token off to the Evaluator via an evNumber event.
The Evaluator simply pushes the number onto the stack. It calls reduce-
Unary() to reduce a unary –, if one was present. 

The Tokenizer also begins the operator processing. When it receives
the next character (the open paragraph operator), it sends the * opera-
tor off to the Evaluator, which pushes it onto the operator stack. Note
that since all operators are single characters, we could have sent off the
* operator immediately. However, a design decision was made to allow
for multiple character operators in the future, such as ++ and +=’. This
would allow subsequent versions of the Calculator to have variables
and more elaborate behavior. 
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Figure 7-31 picks up where the previous figure leaves off. The Eval-

uator pushes the * operator. The CharParser meanwhile sends the
digit 3 to the Tokenizer. The latter now sends the ( operator off to the
Evaluator, which pushes it onto the operator stack. The processing con-
tinues with the + operator inside the parenthesis.

Figure 7-32 continues the scenario with the digit 4. Now the Tok-
enizer can send the operator + to the Evaluator. The Evaluator now
wants to see if it can apply the operator, so it calls reduce(). It cannot, as
it happens, so it pushes the operator onto the operator stack. At this
point, the number stack has the value 3 at the top, followed by 2 (the
number 4 hasn’t been pushed onto the stack yet). The operator stack
has + at the top, followed by ( and then *. 

The next character is the ) operator. The processing continues in Fig-
ure 7-33. We see that the last number, 4, is pushed on the stack. The last
token is a special one, called end of string (EOS). That forces the evalu-
ation of the last operator, ). This calls the operation reduceSubExpr(),
which does a reduction until a left parenthesis operator is found. We
see that the Evaluator checks to ensure that the next operator is not a
left parenthesis (after all (5) is a perfectly legal subexpression). Since it
is not, the Evaluator pops the operator (a +) and two operands off the
number stack, does the math (actually performed in the body of the
reduceFactor() method), and pushes the result (7) onto the number
stack. Then the ( is popped from the operator stack and discarded.

The final reduction is done by processing the EOS event in the Eval-
uator. This is shown in the last of these figures, Figure 7-34. The reduce-
Factor() method is called (since we’re processing a multiplicative
operator) and we pop the operator from the stack (*), the two operands
(7 and 2), do the math, and push the result on the stack (14). Since we’re
at the end of the string, we call displayResult(), which pops the value
off the number stack and sends it to standard output. 

In a book, this sequence seems long and involved, as it is spread
across five figures. In a tool, however, the entire scenario is a single dia-
gram, and may be scrolled and zoomed as necessary. 
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7.4 Defining Operations

All class operations either handle messages or assist in their handling.
This means that once a class’s state machine is defined and important
scenarios elucidated, the messages and events shown on those dia-
grams become class operations.

In the UML, an operation is the specification of a behavior. This is
distinct from a method, which is the realization of an operation. An
operation is the fundamental unit of object behavior. The overall
behavior of the object is decomposed into a set of operations, some of
which are within the interface of the class and some of which are inter-
nal and hidden. Naturally, all objects of the same class provide the
same set of operations to their clients. An object’s operations must
directly support its required functionality and its responsibilities. Often
behaviors are decomposed into more primitive operations to produce
the overall class behavior. This is similar to the functional decomposi-
tion in structured system design.

Operations have a protocol for correct usage consisting of the
following:

• Preconditional invariants, that is, assumptions about the environ-
ment that must be satisfied before the operation is invoked

• A signature containing an ordered formal list of parameters and
their types and the return type of the operation

• Postconditional invariants that are guaranteed to be satisfied when
the operations are complete

• Rules for thread-reliable interaction, including synchronization
behavior

The responsibility for ensuring that preconditional invariants are
met falls primarily in the client’s realm. That is, the user of the operation
is required to guarantee that the preconditional invariants are satisfied.
However, the server operation should check as many of these as pos-
sible. Interfaces are hotbeds for common errors and the inclusion of pre-
conditional invariant checking in acceptor operations makes objects
much more robust and reliable. 

In strongly typed languages, the compiler itself will check the num-
ber and types of parameters for synchronous operation calls. However,
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some language type checking is stronger than others. For example,
enumerated values are freely and automatically converted to integer
types in C++. A caller can pass an out-of-range integer value when an
enumerated type is expected and the compiler typing system will not
detect it. Ada’s stronger type checking9 flags this as an error and will
not allow it unless an explicit unchecked_conversion type cast is per-
formed. Even in Ada, however, not all range violations can be caught at
compile time. In such cases, the operation itself must check for viola-
tions of its preconditional invariants.

For example, consider an array class. Because C++ is backwardly
compatible with C, array indices are not checked.10 Thus, it is possible
(even likely) that an array will be accessed with an out-of-range index,
returning garbage or overwriting some unknown portion of memory.
In C++, however, it is possible to construct a reliable array class, as
shown in Code Listing 7-7.

#include <iostream.h>

template<class T, int size>

class ReliableArray {

T arr[size];

public:

ReliableArray(void) { };

T &operator[](int j) {

if (j<0 || j >=size)

throw “Index range Error”;

return arr[j];

};

const T *operator&() { return arr; };

T operator*() { return arr[0]; };

};

int main(void) {

ReliableArray<int, 10> iArray;

iArray[1] = 16;

cout << iArray[1] << endl;

iArray[19] = 0; // INDEX OUT OF RANGE!

return 0;

};

Code Listing 7-7: Reliable Array

464 Chapter 7 � Analysis: Defining Object Behavior

9 It has been said “C treats you like a consenting adult. Pascal treats you like a naughty child. Ada
treats you like a criminal.”
10 It is well documented that “the major problem with C++ is C.”
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Classes instantiated from the ReliableArray template overload the

bracket (“[]”) operator and prevent inappropriate access to the array.
This kind of assertion of the preconditional invariant (“Don’t access
beyond the array boundaries”) should be checked by the client,11 but
nevertheless is guaranteed by the server (array class).

7.4.1 Types of Operations

Operations are the manifestations of behavior. This behavior is nor-
mally specified on state diagrams (for state-driven classes) and/or sce-
nario diagrams. These operations may be divided up into several
types. Booch[2] identifies five types of operations:

• Constructor
• Destructor
• Modifier
• Selector
• Iterator

Constructors and destructors create and destroy objects of a class,
respectively. Well-written constructors ensure the consistent creation of
valid objects. This normally means that an object begins in the correct
initial state, its variables are initialized to known, reasonable values,
and required links to other objects are properly initialized. Object cre-
ation involves the allocation of memory, both implicitly on the stack, as
well as possibly dynamically on the heap. The constructor must allo-
cate memory for any internal objects or attributes that use heap storage.
The constructor must guarantee its postconditional invariants; specifi-
cally, a client using the object once it is created must be assured that the
object is properly created and in a valid state.

Sometimes the construction of an object is done in a two-step process.
The constructor does the initial job of building the object infrastructure,
while a subsequent call to an initialization operation completes the
process. This is done when concerns for creation and initialization of
the object are clearly distinct and not all information is known at cre-
ation time to fully initialize the object.
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11 If known—clearly a negative index into an array is probably nonsensical, but the client may not
know the upper bounds of the array. If you always put range checking in the server array class,
you can be assured that even if the client forgets, the array integrity will be maintained.
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Destructors reverse the construction process. They must deallocate

memory when appropriate and perform other cleanup activities. In
real-time systems, this often means commanding hardware compo-
nents to known, reasonable states. Valves may be closed, hard disks
parked, lasers deenergized, and so forth.

Modifiers change values within the object while selectors read values
or request services from an object without modifying them. Iterators
provide orderly access to the components of an object. Iterators are
most common with objects maintaining collections of other objects.
Such objects are called collections or containers. It is important that these
three types of operations hide the internal object structure and reveal
instead the externally visible semantics. Consider the simple collection
class in Code Listing 7-8.

class Bunch_O_Objects {

node* p;

node* current_node;

public:

void insert(node n);

node* go_left(void);

node* go_right(void);

};

Code Listing 7-8: Simple Collection Class

The interface forces clients of this class to be aware of its internal
structure (a binary tree). The current position in the tree is maintained
by the current_node pointer. The implementation structure is made
visible by the iterator methods go_left() and go_right(). What if the
design changes to an n-way tree? A linked list? A hash table? The ex-
ternally visible interface ensures that any such internal change to the
class will force a change to the interface and therefore changes to all
the clients of the class. Clearly, a better approach would be to pro-
vide the fundamental semantics (the concept of a next and a previous
node), as in Code Listing 7-9.

class Bunch_O_Objects {

node* p;

node* current_node;

public:

void insert(node n);
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node* next(void);

node* previous(void);

};

Code Listing 7-9: Better Simple Collection Class

However, even this approach has problems. This interface works
fine provided that marching through the objects in the collection will
always be in a sequential manner and only a single reader is active.

The first problem can be resolved by adding some additional opera-
tions to meet the needs of the clients. Perhaps some clients must be able
to restart the search or easily retrieve the last object. Perhaps having the
ability to quickly locate a specific object in the list is important. Consid-
ering the client needs produces a more elaborate interface, shown in
Code Listing 7-10.

class Bunch_O_Objects {

node* p;

node* current_node;

public:

void insert(node n);

node* next(void);

node* previous(void);

node* first(void);

node* last(void);

node* find(node &n);

};

Code Listing 7-10: Even Better Simple Collection Class

This interface isn’t primitive or orthogonal, but it does provide
common-usage access methods to the clients. 

Providing support for multiple readers is slightly more problem-
atic. If two readers march through the list using next() at the same time,
neither will get the entire list; some items will go to the first reader,
while others will go to the second. The most common solution is to cre-
ate separate iterator objects, one for each of the various readers. Each
iterator maintains its own current_node pointer to track its position
within the collection, as shown in Code Listing 7-11.

class Bunch_O_Objects {

node* p;

public:
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void insert(node n);

node *next(node *p);

node *previous(node *p);

friend class BOO_Iterator;

};

class BOO_Iterator {

node* current_node;

Bunch_O_Objects& BOO;

public:

BOO_Iterator(Bunch_O_Objects& B) : BOO(B) {

current_node = BOO.p; };

node* next(void);

node* previous(void);

node* first(void);

node* last(void);

node* find(node &n);

};

Code Listing 7-11: Simple Collection Class with Iterator

7.4.2 Strategies for Defining Operations

Defining a good set of operations for a class interface can be diffi-
cult. There are a number of heuristics that can help you decide on the
operations:

• Provide a set of orthogonal primitive interface operations.
• Hide the internal class structure with interface operations that

show only essential class semantics.
• Provide a set of nonprimitive operations to

� Enforce protocol rules
� Capture frequently used combinations of operations

• Operations within a class and class hierarchy should use a consis-
tent set of parameter types where possible.

• A common parent class should provide operations shared by sibling
classes.

• Each responsibility to be met by a class or object must be represented
by some combination of the operations, attributes, and associations.

• All messages directed toward an object must be accepted and result
in a defined action.
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� Events handled by a class’s state model must have correspond-

ing acceptor operations.
� Messages shown in scenarios must have corresponding accep-

tor operations.
� Get and set operations provide access to object attributes when

appropriate.
• Actions and activities identified on statecharts must result in opera-

tions defined on the classes providing those actions.
• Operations should check their preconditional invariants.

Just as with strategies for identifying objects, classes, and relation-
ships, these strategies may be mixed freely to meet the specific require-
ments of a system.

By providing the complete elemental operations on the class, clients
can combine these to provide all nonprimitive complex behaviors of
which the class is capable. Consider a Set class, which provides set
operations. The class in Code Listing 7-12 maintains a set of integers. In
actual implementation, a template would most likely be used, but the
use of the template syntax obscures the purpose of the class so it won’t
be used here.

class Set {

int size;

SetElement *bag;

class SetElement {

public:

int Element;

SetElement *NextPtr;

SetElement(): NextPtr(NULL); {};

SetElement(int initial): Element(initial),

NextPtr(NULL) { };

};

public:

Set(): size(0), bag(NULL) { };

Set union(set a);

Set intersection(set a);

void clear(void);

void operator +(int x); // insert into set

void operator -(int x); // remove from set

int numElements(void);

bool operator ==(set a);
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bool operator !=(set a);

bool inSet(int x); // test for membership

bool inSet(Set a); // test for subsethood

};

Code Listing 7-12: Set Class

This simple class provides a set type and all the common set opera-
tions. Elements can be inserted or removed. Sets can be compared for
equality, inequality, and whether they are subsets of other sets. Set
unions and intersections can be computed.

Often a series of operations must be performed in a specific order to
get the correct result. Such a required sequence is part of the protocol
for the correct use of that object. Whenever possible, the operations
should be structured to reduce the amount of information the clients of
an object must have in order to use the object properly. These protocol-
enforcing operations are clearly not primitive, but they help ensure the
correct use of an object.

A sensor that must first be zeroed before being used is a simple
example. The sensor class can simply provide the primitive operations
doZero() and get(), or it can provide an acquire() operation that com-
bines them, as shown in Code Listing 7-13.

class Sensor {

void doZero();

int get();

public:

int acquire(void) {

doZero();

return get();

};

};

Code Listing 7-13: Sensor Class

The acquire() operation enforces the protocol of zeroing the sensor
before reading the value. Not only does this enforce the preconditions of
the get() operation, but it also simplifies the use of the class. Since the
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doZero() and get() operations are always invoked in succession, com-
bining them into a single operation creates a common-use nonprimitive.

Polymorphic operations are operations of the same name that per-
form different actions. Depending on the implementation language,
polymorphism may be static, dynamic, or both. Static polymorphism is
resolved at compile time and requires that the compiler have enough
context to unambiguously determine which operation is intended.
Dynamic polymorphism occurs when the binding of the executable
code to the operator invocation is done as the program executes. Both
static and dynamic polymorphism are resolved on the basis of the type
and number of parameters passed to the operation.12 Ada 83 operator
overloading is purely static. C++ polymorphism may be either static or
dynamic. Smalltalk polymorphism is always dynamic.

7.5 Looking Ahead

We have now seen both parts of analysis. Chapter 6 covered identifying
the object structure of a system, finding the classes of those objects, and
linking them with relationships and associations. This chapter covered
the dynamic aspects of objects—the definition of behavior, with special
attention given to state-driven objects, and the operations necessary to
implement those behaviors.

The task of analysis is to find the object structure required of all
acceptable solutions to the problem. Put another way, analysis finds the
essential objects, classes, and relationships inherent in the system
under study. Analysis defines the what of the system. The next process
step, design, will add the how. We have deferred many questions about
implementation strategies and structures, such as the number of tasks
running, how messages will be implemented, and the internal design
of the objects themselves. Let’s continue with the large-scale architec-
tural design in Chapter 8.
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12 C++ class operations have an invisible this pointer in their parameter lists. Thus, even an opera-
tion with otherwise identical parameter list can be polymorphic if a subclass redefines the opera-
tion, since the this pointer is a pointer to a different type.
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7.6 Exercises

1. What are the three fundamental kinds of behavior and how do they
differ? 

2. What is meant by the term token flow semantics? 
3. Define the terms state, transition, and action.
4. What is a guard? Where is it found in a statechart? What are its

special semantics? 
5. What modifications would be required to the Calculator model in

this chapter to add ^ as an exponentiation operator, as it 2^7? 
6. In what way do sequence diagrams assist as a debugging tool when

a system is specified with state machines? 
7. Create a sequence diagram that explores the behavior of the

CardioNada pacemaker in AVI (dual) operational mode. 
8. Discuss the pros and cons of using model-based debugging and

testing versus code-based debugging and testing. 
9. What is the difference between an operation and a method? 

10. What are Booch’s five kinds of operations? 
11. What is the advantage of an iterator? 
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